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MFMORANDIJM (W 21 OCTORFR SFCtIRN (i)NFVRENCI3 ('ALL WITH
('INCENT

FRON4: \'ice !\dniintl F. P. (iiambastiani and Larry DiRita

The Secretary of Dc Cense, Deputy Secretary, ('hairnian, Vice Chairman, and the
Commander in Chie f of Ccii tral ('oui want! conducted a regu lady schedu teil
con l'erence ca Il via secure telephone from I 0:00 n.m. to I 0:25 a.ni. EDT on
Sunday October 2 I , 200! The Senior Military Assistant and the Special Assistant
111011 tored t he ea Il.

The call began with a lengthy discuss ion o f the prey ions day 's operations iii
Afghanistan followed by a detailed review of the ai r operations planned for the
24th. In the course oftlìe conversation, the Secretary asked a series of questions
concern Ing the targeting of Taliban Command and Control elements, In

rticu lar, he asked: ''J-1 ow long did it take to target'' a suspected 'ial i ban
leadership location once detection had been confirmed. During our notetaking, we
both noted that the Secretary's intention and tone ''implies that it takes too long.''

The CinC responded by describing the process from detection by the (JAY to
actual targeting. l-lis description of the process is summarized as follows:

The CinC commented that the ''long pole in the teilt'' is the CIA deciding whether
to hand off the target to the Cin(_' or to use Predator.

l'lie Secretary inquired: ''Did they hand this off'!'' rckrring to the target in
question.
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CinC: ''Yes. ¡ had CAP [Combat Air Patrol aircraft].''

SeeDef: "l'ili concerned that the process of deciding high collateral damage is
causing us to lose opportunities."

CinC: "While the CIA is making a determination [whether to hand offl, they're
already talking lo us anti I decide fast whether I need to talk to you [SccDefj or
not. It's very fast."

SeeDef: "What about the CIA's decision chain?"

CinC: "It's pretty fast. We watch the Predator video, too."

SecDef: "You don't think we're missing opportunities because of lags in CIA
decision making or lags in determining collateral damage?''

CinC: "Lags in collateral damage? No. That's ¡lot a problem. It takes time to get
jets on targets. Could take 30-40 minutes. The Agency sometimes takes 15
minutes to get the hellfire lined up."

SeeDef: "I hope we can move more quickly and keep figuring ways to accelerate
because they are moving quickly and arc frightened. Can you move the jets
early? Before (he decision is made." Implying (hai (lie CinC should have aircraft
in position prior to a decision to engage.

CinC: "We do that, hut it stili takes time. My goal is 10 to IS minutes [to get the
aircraft on the target.] We're getting better."

DepSeeDef: "Can they detect Predator?"

CinC: "Sometimes they can see it, in clay and sometimes they can't, Can't hear
it.''

SceDcf: "The payoff for getting a key leader is high. Look for a new ptoccss.
Anything to speed it up. I have a high tolerance level for mistakes.''

CinC: "I will make the hard calls on collateral damage and not use the need to call
you as a reason to s low it up. I'll take the hit on that.''

SccDcf: "That's what I'm asking for, I'll be right there with you when you make
thc call.
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CinC: "We're going to ea(eh these bastards sooner or later. lt's just going to take
t i ni e.''

There was minimal discussion after this exchange and the call ended at 10:25 a,m.
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